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Nr. Test &mon, Counsel 
AminiankberPreotiess Subcommittee 
SonstsOfficolOilding 
Washinaten, D.C. 
Dear Ton, 

This is a proaaing the practise of which I can slain if the preaching is on s interest. 
C33 is doing an asesseinatton series. Thee,* been working on it for a while. A half boar sash from .771411114/ing and Valises, to be sired in Swisher. 
Within the past few days 038 cabled ihriee Marshall in Europe for amen to those 

sato* materials awned by the CSAAsally contract, to be seen for CDS tr, soother asesineLy qualified eilitupsonnected pathologist, as I moll the nese Dr. James T. Weston. le is also president elect of the Societe of Moronic boas. 
If you do net recall it, I refused two federal solSnitations to view this material« Also, I was the first to revs:stamen to it and to be rejected. 
Then is no inesenstenoy here. There was a oonsiderable shame over the years. 
Aside from the chews brought to pass by the events of those years there en a changed situation. There was at the tins offisialdoo not Mirraell decided that the time had eons when it MOlsd those without adequate DeiMilrand in relevant fort to see the staff the certainty that the proem would treat anything seld sot in support of the official story as proof that the Kennedy fasil$ was and is rooPosoiblO for the amnesic& of widens. 
I loom before it was public that the old Keened .hater Lathier was going to be the first. The goverment Othceds) not Marshall made this decision, Nershell merely rubber stamped it. J Proof*  are  byroad Widlou 
Thereafter there ensued the largest and most bitter of the me ny fights within what has come to be celled the critical marensity. I sound up a minority of mosotly one and the one proven right by au subsequent events. It did not step when Lattimer spoke to Prod Graham in advance and thee had a press atinforMOS ansipd, for his by 

this nose CBS. And all trestmentA was as proof of itelubsdrtierial traPPreraillon• Masan ostensive, complete and opm to any ithri 
I eon expand this enormously should ensue vent it esprinded, with tapes of conversations of those involved, intortiows bpi and with a member end eerreepoodanoe. AM the writings of those granted sense, no ease of *hick is honest or accurate. 
The gOlnirnmsnt still dose not mot the truth out or it would not be fighting say nits for the basic, nonmISELly evidence as it is. As I told ye:Aloes ago the sena-line of defense of those responsible for all that is wrong with the officio], explana-tion is to blase it on the fselly 
elm i s a long and emoistmet and even current record en this mr 

sate. t relates to this material, too. The most ream* wtsa.Plif is 	rem as several donnas subject to the ramedy-to-blame interpretation. Tbsy relate to the 
see ucalled time of Transfer. I finally forced it out after ems eight years. Then I also node a request for everything declassified as it was declassified. There pages to this moment have not been given to as. But they have been Oxen to a reporter 
who is a friend of mine. The goverment knows I will ass another interpretation in these pages beoemee it knows what I have already written and said. Those emmunioattons do not moan that UK suppressed, either. But they'll be used that way. 

The DePartment of Disinformation operations new enema are greater than ever. 
I have just spent considerable Wort breaking up one pablishing dog for a fake and 
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fraudulent book. As a result that books has been antracted by a Moor pahlisher who 
yin not be able to Wire it the promotion larger publishers weed* I ales have lust 
broken tap its seendalens treatment by a publication with eareatus idroulation. If I 
can not get that publication to do a stay on the faking itself perhaps there an to saw good fres this because there are others like it in the works. Infermatia on 
than cams to me largely because Om are those in the press id* oonsalt ace having 
lensed over the years that sone will give then seasational stories and some will 
give* then solid inforeation and opinions. 

going along with this is the most selsotivo and outostoorder daelassifination• lea have, I believe same indication of this from amebas of some at the het letters I've written. And here again there is visible sospegesting Immo and have in fact trees:lbw-1k to 41.10gar Hoover in very early 1964. Be was a conning ones 
lbwe is much moats of this if it in of interest. I's not taking ycut time or mine for it now but will if anyeme should want as tae. The weLdenosis all mews, 

end there is very mashof it. I will be in Washington for the coadagealoadar alit( and the results we are fighting herb to frustrate. After it I'll be at .71a tsar's before Ireton -home. 
doing book to the CBS request and record there is what else should he considered. Part of this Is the past. The Itanh.part videowhitswesh of 1967 was digitated and demi* mated by Kidemly who, having moved synod, has taken direct central of this projeet* I asset imagine biassing two new TY hours to prove that he whored around with the natioaal intereet and truth in the pest. 
Consistent with this is CIS" a avoidance of as mud if work* (Tay an trying to duplicate that of it they want rather than doing the normal, olvtidattng the ancillary 

rights, which would coat then enermously lose.) This avoidance is deliberate not 
accidental. It can t be attributed to odd mschismost either. I have sad sources and 
know what has beenegoing on and is. 

Three alas ago one of the producers did finally 	no. I than was bug. He Baas not called back and I've not salad Ida to. Nis interest in as sod sp work 1 know. 
it is limited end not calculated to give the show either an honest context or content. 

In fact, if there is no change in the format, there is no possibility of the treatment of the 3) *gemination being either honest or having that intent. There is ample indication of the don ndne in the interviewln5 and filming already does. 
With all the gaieties footage at these who have even the eastrected material 

there also is no legitimate news need for another militarpeonaeoted expert en mothin except what be was taught in college to se. it. the only purpose that can be served is exactly Out the contract says it is desired to precludes the sensational. 
can footage includes lengthy interviews, even charts that I know of. They clearly 
want this to promote as their exclusive at another whitewash.. 

There is no treatment of the contract-covered material that does not require a 
particular contest for it to avoid both dielamapety and another defamation of the 
tanned, family. Please keep it confidential except where mina consider you nest 
to are it hog my ird'ormaticao on intent comas from inside the project. 
. 	There is asinille shaver to this request* enough experts have seen this material. 

permission is granted to any one element or the media it would have to be granted 
to all and that would be sensatinrsliTtqg a subject that should rot be sensationalised* 

Please member in considering this advise that I td os refused invitations to 
do that which years later CBS now seeks to do. With this as with everything I  tell 
you I am ready to provide the proofs. 
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The combination of these situatiems havm/feeeed me to make a difficult declaim 
but I have made it. I will wen the finamaial risks involved in hod:UM' ova publither 
of Post Norton. Thiessen* going into debt again 462 with no regular incase. I am 
obtaining estimates and aping ahead with laftting. 

lesept for the appendix it is completed and bee been farriers* without any 
interest by established publishers who are still doing for the sick and sensational 
or an the part of those of means is the critical community, not one of whom has 
offered to lend the money for the printing. 

This book does have a context and that context is established by doeumentary 
proof. It 'will not depend on ny word or interpretation, which is one of the reasons 
for its length. And I's astting additional estimates for a longer book on thinner 
paper so I can include sore of those documente in the appendix. I have to =ensure 
pennies like this because of shipping mett• 

It is only the time required by the suit and the breaking up of those aosseroial 
indecencies that has held as up. I cannot avoid taking this kind of timesierever, 
the index to the completed text is oast desk, on cards. As soon as 	edit 
it, rife rill *pet it, and I'll be able to estimate the space available for the 
mean*. After the appendix is put together its content sea be added to the index. 

A, month after this is comileted I can have the book printed. 

It is in this way and by running tense personal risks only that I oat frustrate 
all these new efforts not one of which I know of is tainted by sixties' honesty of 
intent. 

It will be more difflialt forms today because there will be no help available* 
I' have to do even, the pasting up myself, which, also means there is other work I 
should be doing that I'll not be able to. 

Jet I have no choice left. 

Regardless of bow little attention the book may get it will make a record that 
will have some value. One of these is mkt* making more majoresedia dishonesties 
less easy for those iabolved in theme Another is to dotes further oiecentities 
like those I've been fighhingand those others in the works. 

And, I believe, a Iva:lids& of insuraeoe become it will all be in context and 
because it is absolutely definitive on fact and on responsibilitr. 

In addition to what I've told you in the pant I would like you to be MOO 
Of Oft, simple feats. The unemestionable evidence I have assembled, especially the 
"sew" evidence, leaves no doubt that the 17U =ling isseaconspiraw. Therlier or 
not Oewald did any shooting- and the evidence that he could nether* is close to 
certain - this 20606 another or others were involved, are unexposed, and have motive 
for remaining snexposed at whatever cost. Hoover knew all of this from the first and 
from the first sought to cover it. Whatever his motive the fact can't be oontested 
and the Department and the FBI have refused to in court. There remedmeehat must be 
an enormous number of people with aunty knelledge, those who have been silent knowing 
better all these years. Especially in the FBI* All of these have other defensive motives. 

So I fool I have no real chalet, and will proceed with the printing of this book 
as rapidly as my very limited capabilities permit. I have four outatandingeffers 
for the first-use right* in return fora 5.000 print. If sone is accepted I'll still 
es ahead on my owe. At the pace events are proceeding I doubt 	delay the printing 
if any offer requires it. But I as not ander illusions about the time printing will 
still require. 

I have beard frescos with another net that both others are considering what 
t2i3 has announced. so  there is the probability of other requests like Nidepley4s, 
for somas to that material. I do really believe there should now be e fixed policy 
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